This index is an addendum to GATT/CP/INF/3/Rev.1, issued on 15 November 1951, and includes all documents issued from 1 December 1952 through 31 December 1953, with the exception of the INF/ and SECRET/ series.
Acceptance of the General Agreement

Accesion
(see "Tariff negotiations: arrangements for holding new")

Administration of the General Agreement

Intercessional committees and working parties
Intercessional procedures (between Seventh and Eighth Sessions)
Renewal of intercessional arrangements
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Agenda

Eighth Session
Advance, (provisional to adopted)

Annotated
Draft annotated of Ad hoc Committee Discussion

Annex J: operation
(see "Article XIV and Annex J")

Annual report
(see "Publications ...")

Application (Provisional) of the General Agreement

Application of Annecy Schedules
(see "Status of agreements ...")

Application of Torquay Schedules
(see "Status of agreements ...")
Article I: general most-favoured-nation treatment

Memorandum by United Kingdom

Note by Chairman on difficulties arising out of application of
Report of working party Eighth Session
Decision 24 Oct. 53 granting waiver to
Procedures for application of waiver
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers

Discussion

Article III: national treatment on internal taxation and regulation

Article VII: valuation for customs purposes

(see "Valuation of goods: definition of")

Article VIII: formalities connected with importation and exportation

Article IX: marks of origin, etc.

Danish cheese, alteration of trade names

Article XI - XV: quantitative restrictions, etc.

Article XIV and Annex J

Article XVI: notification of subsidies

(see "Subsidies ...")

Article XVIII: new measures, application of

Ceylon

Release granted (decision of 8 Nov. 52)

Article XVIII: procedures

Intersessional Committees and working parties:
composition, terms of reference, procedures
Between Seventh and Eighth Sessions
Renewal of intersessional arrangements (Eighth Session)
Discussion

Article XVIII: releases and requests for

Expiration of
Negotiations proposed by Greece under paragraph 3 (a)
Article XIX: emergency action on imports of particular products

Extension for notification by Turkey of suspension of concessions (decision of 29 Oct. 52) G/39
Decision of 8 Nov. 52 on United States duty increase on figs G/39
Modification of concessions by Turkey L/72
Notification by United States on supplemental investigation on dried figs L/83
Report by United States pursuant to decision of 8 Nov. 52 L/140
Report by Greek Government on United States duty on dried figs L/145
Report by Turkish Government on United States duty on dried figs L/147
Draft resolution on United States duty on dried figs L/161
Resolution of 23 Oct. 53 G/70
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/12, 18

Article XX: general exceptions

Norwegian memorandum re time-limit for application of Part II of
Draft decision on time-limit for application of Part II of
Decision of 23 Oct. 53 G/70
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/8, 18

Article XXIII: nullification or impairment

Article XXIII: complaints

Article XXV: joint action by the CONTRACTING PARTIES

United Kingdom waiver re items not bound
Schedule XIX (decision 24 Oct. 53) G/65, 70

Article XXVII

Article XXVIII: modification of schedules
(see also "Tariff negotiations 1950 ...")

Chairman's note on tariff questions Eighth Session L/93
Proposal to prolong schedules beyond 31 Dec. 53 L/108 &/Add.1
Views of Greek Government L/117
Draft declaration on continued application of schedules IC/W/17
Statement of reservation by the Indian Delegation L/149
Proposal by Greek Delegation to prolong assured life of schedules L/150
Report of working party Eighth Session G/54
Declaration of 24 Oct. 53 on continued application of schedules G/54
Signatures G/68
Article XXVIII: modification of schedules (cont'd)

Working Party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion (Eighth Session)
Intersessional procedures
Discussion

Australian treatment of products of Papua-New Guinea

Australian statement requesting waiver
Report of working party Eighth Session
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion

Balance of payment import restrictions
(see "Quantitative restrictions...")

Belgian dollar import restrictions

Report on status of (agenda Eighth Session)
Report by Belgium on restrictions placed by B.L.E.U. on dollar imports
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Belgian tax "allocations familiales"

Memorandum by Italian Government
Memorandum by German Federal Republic
Report by Belgium 21 Sept. 53
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Brazilian compensatory concessions

Draft resolution proposed by United Kingdom and United States
Resolution 24 Oct., 53
Discussion (Eighth Session)
Brazilian Internal Taxes

Note by the French Delegation
Draft resolution at Eighth Session
Resolution 24 Oct. 53
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Brussels Convention on Tariff Nomenclature

Budget and Finance of the Contracting Parties

Resolution of 8 Nov. 52 on expenditures
Report on situation as at 31 Jan. 53
Estimates for 1954
Financing of the 1953 budget
Report of working party Eighth Session
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion

Cartels
(see "Restrictive Business Practices")

Central African Federation

Statement by United Kingdom and Southern Rhodesian Delegations
Notification of date of transfer of authority

Coal and Steel Community, European
(see "European Coal ...")

Committee on Agenda and Intersessional Business
(see "Intersessional Committee: Ad Hoc ...")

Commodity Agreements
(see "Interim Co-ordinating ...")

Complaints
(see "Sardines")
Consular formalities: convention on
(see also "International Chamber of Commerce")
Recommendation of 7 Nov. 52 re abolition of,
standard practices for
Request for information on measures taken
Report of working party Eighth Session
Working party (Eighth Session): composition,
terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion

Consultations: Article XII: 4(b)
(see "Quantitative restrictions to safeguard ...")

Consultations: Article XIV: 1(g)
(see "Quantitative restrictions to safeguard ...")
Consultations: procedures in relation to Fund
Consultations: procedures under Articles XII, XIII and XIV
Between Seventh and Eighth Sessions

Continuing administration of the General Agreement
(see "Administration of the ...")

Contributions to the budget of the CONTRACTING PARTIES
(see "Budget ...")

Convention to facilitate the importation of commercial
samples and advertising material
(see "Samples and ...")

Corrigenda to non-authentic texts of schedules
Fifth corrigendum to

Cuban lumber tax
United States withdrawal of complaint

Cuban textile industry
Customs union: South Africa and Southern Rhodesia

Fourth annual report of Southern Africa Customs Union Council (1953) L/104
Joint statement by South African and Southern Rhodesian Delegations L/152
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/13

Dairy products
(see "United States: import ...")

Date of Sessions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

Discussion of date of Ninth Session SR.8/21

Decisions, declarations, determinations and resolutions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

List of G/39, G/70

Documentary requirements for importation of goods: standard practices on (see also "International Chamber of Commerce")
Decision of 7 Nov. 52 adopting code of G/39

Eighth Session

Agenda (advance to adopted) G/46/Rev.1,2
G/46 & /Add.1,2,
3,4 G/64
Annotated agenda IC/W/14
Arrangements for IC/W/18
Draft annotated agenda of Ad Hoc Committee IC/W/22
List of working parties W.8/1 & /Corr.1
Working papers W.8/1-34
Summary records of discussions SR.8/1-21

Election of officers of CONTRACTING PARTIES

Death of vice-chairman L/68
Election of chairman and vice-chairman: discussion SR.8/1,12,21
European coal and steel agreement

Decision of 10 Nov. 52 granting waiver
First annual report of member states (1953)
Additional information in consideration of annual report
Report of working party Eighth Session
Working Party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion

European Customs Union Study Group

European tariff levels

(see "Tariff levels: Council of Europe ...", "Tariff levels: French ...", "Tariff levels: intersessional ...")

Exchange agreements

(see "Special exchange ...")

Figs

(see "Article XIX")

Finances of the CONTRACTING PARTIES

(see "Budget and finance ...")

Free-trade area

(see "Nicaragua ...")

French tax on imports and exports

Proposed for provisional agenda Eighth Session
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Greek import duties

(see "Schedule XXV (Greece)"
Discussion (Eighth Session)
Greek tax - "contribution"

Termination of special import tax  
Discussion (Eighth Session)  

II

Interim Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements (ICCICA)

Nomination of chairman by CONTRACTING PARTIES  
Note by the Executive Secretary re nominations 
Discussion (Eighth Session)  

International Chamber of Commerce

(see also "Samples and advertising ...", "Valuation of goods ...", "Consular formalities ...", "Nationality of ...")

International Monetary Fund

(see "Consultation procedures ...", "Quantitative restrictions to ...", "Special exchange agreements")

Intersessional committees

(see "Administration of the ...", "Article XVIII: procedures", "Article XIX ..." "Consultations: procedures ...", "European coal and steel agreement", "Tariff levels ...")

Intersessional committee: Ad Hoc Committee on Agenda and Intersessional Business

Agenda Feb. 53 meeting and working papers  
Discussions  
Membership, functions, procedures  
Procedures between Seventh and Eighth Sessions  
Report on accession of Japan  
Agenda Aug. 53 meeting and working papers  
Discussions
Intersessional procedures

Intersessional committees and working parties:
composition, terms of reference L/67 & /Rev.1
Between Seventh and Eighth Sessions L/74
Renewal of intersession arrangements (Eighth Session) L/169
Discussion SR.8/21

Italian: waiver to permit special customs treatment for goods from Libya

Further extension of waiver (decision of 9 Oct. 52) G/39
First report (1953) by Libya L/111
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/7

Japan

(see "Tariff negotiations: arrangements for holding new")

Liberia: withdrawal

Notification from Secretary-General United Nations effective 13 June 53 G/45

Libya (see "Italy: waiver...")

Modifications: First Protocol of, protocol modifying certain provisions, protocol modifying Part I and Article XXIX, special protocol modifying Article XIV

Modifications: schedules
(see "Schedules: list of ...")

Nationality of imported goods: definition of

Request for information L/71
Statements from contracting parties L/71/Add.1, /Add.1 /Corr.1, /Add.2,3,4
Proposal definition of origin and recommendations on proof of L/179
Report of working party Eighth Session G/61
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference W.8/1/Add.5
Working papers W.8/3 & /Corr.1,2,28
Discussion SR.8/8,19
Nicaragua - El Salvador free-trade area

Second annual report (1953) by Nicaragua
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Nicaragua - withdrawal

Notification effective 27 Febr. 53
Cancellation of notification of withdrawal

Ninth Session

Discussion of date and place of

Observers

Pakistan licence fee and duty on exports of jute

Intersessional committee discussions
Continuation of Indian-Pakistani consultations
Notification of adjustment or complaint

Papua-New Guinea: Australian treatment of products of
(see "Australian treatment ...")

Pflimlim Plan
(see "Tariff levels: French ...")

Procedures
"Article I ...", (see "Article XVIII: procedures", "Intersessional procedures", "Quantitative restrictions o ...", "Rules of procedure", "Special exchange agreements", "Tariff negotiations: arrangements ...")

Protocols: modifying schedules
(see also "Rectifications ...")
Second Protocol of Supplementary Concessions
Extension to sign
Entry into force
Protocols: status and signature
(see "Status of protocols and agreements")

Protocols, text of
(see "Text of the ...", "Rectifications ...", "UNESCO ...", "Samples ...")

Publications and information

Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments. Consultations under Article XII: 4 (b)

General
Modifications since Seventh Session
Notes on modifications by consulting governments
Report of working party Eighth Session
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion

Australia
Relaxation of import restrictions

Brazil
Notes on modifications

Ceylon

Chile
Notes on modifications
Notes on consultations with the Fund
Report of working party Eighth Session
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers

Finland
Results of consultations with Fund
Notes on modifications
Notes on consultations with Fund
Report of working party Eighth Session

France
Modification of import restrictions
New Zealand
Exchange allocation for imports in 1954 L/99
Notes on modifications L/125

The Netherlands
Notes on modifications L/125
Notes on consultations with Fund L/125/Add.1
First list of liberalized imports W.8/17

Pakistan
Cancellation of OGL - Nov. 52 L/95
Notes on modifications L/125
Notes on consultations with Fund L/125/Add.1,2
Report of working party Eighth Session L/164

Southern Rhodesia
Notes on modifications L/125
Notes on consultations with Fund L/125/Add.1
Report of working party Eighth Session L/164

Sweden
Results of consultations with Fund L/79
Notes on modifications L/125
Notes on consultations with Fund L/125/Add.1
Report of working party Eighth Session L/164

Union of South Africa
United Kingdom
Relaxation of measures L/89
Memorandum of 18 Dec. 53 by United Kingdom L/180

Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments. Consultations under Article XIV:1(g) in 1953

General
Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions L/126 & Add.1,
L/178,
L/164
Report of working party Eighth Session W.8/1/Add.3
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference W.8/11,16 & Rev.1,
17, 25
Working papers SR.8/9,10,20
Discussion
Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments. Consultations under Article XIV:1(a) in 1953 (cont’d)

**Australia**
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions and results of consultations with Fund: L/126, /178
- Report of working party Eighth Session: L/164

**Ceylon**
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory applications of import restrictions: L/126, /178
- Results of consultation with Fund: L/126/Add.1
- Report of working party Eighth Session: L/164

**Italy**
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions: L/126, /178

**The Netherlands**
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions: L/178

**New Zealand**
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions: L/126, /178

**Southern Rhodesia**
- Results of consultations with Fund: L/79
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions: L/126, /178
- Report of working party Eighth Session: L/164

**Union of South Africa**
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions: L/126, /178
Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments. Consultations under Article XIV:1(g) in 1953 (cont'd)

**United Kingdom**
- Notification to initiate consultations: L/86
- Notes on discriminatory application of import restrictions and results of consultations with Fund: L/126, /178
- Report of working party Eighth Session: L/164

Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments. Procedures for consultations and report in 1954.
- Preparation of Fourth Annual Report: L/69
- Procedures between Seventh and Eighth Sessions: L/67 & /Rev.1, /74
- Report of working party Eighth Session: L/164
- Discussion: SR.8/9,10,20

Quantitative restrictions to safeguard the balance of payments. Report under Article XIV:1(g) 1954
- Report of working party Eighth Session: L/164

Quantitative restrictions on imports and exports, under Articles OTHER than XII

**Quantitative restrictions: Belgian import restrictions**
- Note by Belgium to intersessional committee (Feb. 53): L/75

**Raisins**

```
R
```

**Rectifications**

(see "Schedules: list of ...")

Rectifications and modifications: First Protocol of Signatures
- G/41 & /Rev.1, /50

Rectifications and modifications: Second Protocol of Signatures
- G/41 & /Rev.1, /50
Rectifications and modifications: Third Protocol of Text Signatures

Rectifications: Fourth Protocol of

Rectifications: Fifth Protocol of Signatures, Entry into force (30 June 53)

Restrictive business practices

Ad Hoc committee working paper Discussion

Review of the General Agreement

Draft decision on arrangements for Discussion (Eighth Session)

Rules of procedure

Intersessional committees and working parties
Intersessional procedures between Seventh and Eighth Sessions
Renewal of intersessional arrangements (Eighth Session)
Discussion

Samples and advertising material: convention on (see also "International Chamber of Commerce")

Signature of Discussion (Eighth Session)

Sardines

Recommendation 31 Oct. 52 to Germany Joint report by German and Norwegian Delegations Discussion (Eighth Session)
Schedules

(see separate headings below, also "Article XXVII ...", "Brussels convention ...")

Schedules: application of

Schedules: consolidated text of

Corrigenda to: report of working party Eighth Session G/62

Schedules: List of rectifications and modifications to the

Index to changes in tariff schedules G/49
Danish rectifications to Annecy Schedule L/114
Southern Rhodesian rectifications to Schedule XVI L/85 & /Rev.1
Benelux rectifications and modifications to Schedule XII L/129 & /Add.1
Indian rectifications to Schedule XII L/130
Czechoslovak rectification to Schedule X L/136, /Add.1, /Add.2
German rectifications to Schedule XXXIII L/141
Swedish rectifications to Schedule XXX L/142
Greek proposed modifications to Schedule XXV L/173
Consultation for ad valorem minima for specific duties on certain textile products in Greek Schedule XXV L/174, /181
United States withholding of concessions negotiated with Uruguay L/175
Report of working party Eighth Session G/62
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications G/63

Schedule: status

Schedule I (Australia)

Request to re-negotiate with United States an item im: discussion SR.8/16

Schedule II (Benelux)

Rectifications and modifications to be approved
Eighth Session L/129 & /Add.1
Report of working party Eighth Session G/62
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications G/63

Schedule III (Brazil)

Brazilian compensatory concessions for Eighth Session agenda IC/W/20

Schedule VI (Ceylon)
Schedule IX (Cuba)

Torquay unfinished negotiations with United States
Report of working party Eighth Session
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications

Schedule X (Czechoslovakia)

Adjustment of rates of duty
Rectifications to be approved Eighth Session
Report of working party Eighth Session

Schedule XII (India)

Rectifications to be approved Eighth Session
Report of working party Eighth Session
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications
Request to re-negotiate an item in: discussion

Schedule XIV (Norway)

Changes in tariff item numbers (Jan. 53)

Schedule XVI (Southern Rhodesia)

Notification of future rectifications to
Report of working party Eighth Session
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications

Schedule XVIII (South Africa)

Schedule XIX (United Kingdom)

Discussion on request to re-negotiate item in

Schedule XX (United States)

Communication from United States on preferential internal tax on coconut oil of Pacific Islands trust territory
Duty increase on item 1552 - brier pipes
Entry into force of tariff quota on item 701
Withholding of concessions negotiated with Uruguay
Schedule XXII (Denmark)

Rectifications to Annecy Schedule  L/114
Report of working party Eighth Session  G/62
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications  G/63

Schedule XXV (Greece)

Recommendation of 3 Nov. 52 by CONTRACTING PARTIES  G/39
Increase of "additional" coefficient  L/97
Restoration of pre-war coefficients  G/51
Proposal by Greece for adjustment of specific duties  L/113 & /Add.1,2
under Article II:6
Proposal to modify schedule  L/173
Consultations for ad valorem minima for specific  L/174
duties on certain textile products
Note B added to Item 80  L/181
Report of working party Eighth Session  G/62
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications  G/63
Working party (Eighth Session): composition,  W.8/1/Add.6
terms of reference
Working paper  W.8/31
Discussion (Eighth Session)  SR.8/8

Schedule XXX (Sweden)

Rectifications to be approved Eighth Session  L/142
Report of working party Eighth Session  G/62
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications  G/63

Schedule XXXII (Austria)

Second Protocol of Supplementary Concessions  G/38 & /Corr.1
Extension of signature of above to 1 Aug. 53  G/38/Add.1

Schedule XXXIII (Federal Republic of Germany)

Second Protocol of Supplementary Concessions  G/38 & /Corr.1
Extension of signature of above to 1 Aug. 53  G/38/Add.1
Rectifications to be approved Eighth Session  L/141
Extension of validity of Item ex 51 11 - Loden to  L/177
30 June 55 (Second Protocol of Supplementary
Concessions)
Report of working party Eighth Session  G/62
Third Protocol of Rectifications and Modifications  G/63
Schedule XXXVII (Turkey)

Modification of concessions under Article XIX

Schuman Plan

(see "European Coal ...")

Sessions of the CONTRACTING PARTIES: date

(see "Date of ...")

South Africa-Southern Rhodesia customs union

(see "Customs union ...")

Special exchange agreements

Intersessional procedures
Report by the Chairman
Statements by the Fund on exchange restrictions
Discussion (Eighth Session)

Standard practices for import and export restrictions and exchange controls

Recommendation 7 Nov. 52 on consideration given to firm and legitimate contracts

Status of agreements and protocols

Torquay Protocol

Extensions to sign (decisions of 15 Jul. 7 Nov. 52; 14, 20 Feb. 53; 15 June 53)
Signatures

Indefinite deferment of accession by the Philippines
Request for extension to sign by Uruguay
Draft decision on extension for Uruguay
Discussion (Eighth Session)
Status of agreements and protocols (cont'd)

Annecy Protocol
Extensions to sign (decisions of 14 & 20 Feb., 15 June 53)
Signatures
Request for extension to sign by Uruguay
Decision on extension for Uruguay
Discussion (Eighth Session)

First Protocol of rectifications and modifications
Signatures
Entry into force

Second Protocol of rectifications and modifications
Signatures

Second Protocol of Supplementary Concessions
Extension to sign
Entry into force
Extension of validity of Item ex 41 11 – Loden (Schedule XXXIII)

Fifth Protocol of Rectifications
Signatures, entry into force

Declaration of 24 Oct., 53 regulating commercial relations between certain contracting parties and Japan
Signatures

Declaration of 24 Oct., 53 on the continued application of schedules to GATT
Signatures

Third Protocol of rectifications and modifications
Signatures
Subsidies - general

Request for notifications of new measures, modifications
L/91 & /Add.1,2

Subsidies: United States' export subsidy on oranges and almonds

Memorandum by the Italian Government
L/122

Subsidies: United States' export subsidy on sultanas
(see "United States ...")

Tariff levels: Council of Europe proposal ("Low Tariff Club")

Comparison with French plan
L/156
Resolution of Consultative Assembly of Council
L/156/Add.1
Discussion (Eighth Session)
SR.8/14,15

Tariff levels: French proposal
(see also "Tariff levels: intersessional ...")

Revised plan by French Government
L/103
Note by Italian Government on revised plan
L/123 & /Corr.1
Report of working party on reduction of tariff levels
G/53
Working party papers
W.8/7 & /Rev.1
Discussion (Eighth Session)
SR.8/14,15

Tariff levels: Intersessional working party on the reduction of
Membership, terms of reference of
L/67 & /Rev.1
Report of (Eighth Session)
G/53
Working papers
W.8/7 & /Rev.1
Discussion (Eighth Session)
SR.8/14,15

Tariff negotiations: arrangements for holding new Accession of Japan

Instructions to Ad Hoc Committee (decision of 14 Oct. 52)
G/39
Ad Hoc Committee working papers
10/4/8 & /Add.1 & 2, 9,10
Intersessional Committee draft report
10/4/11
Discussion
10/SR.6 & /Corr.1, 7-9
Tariff negotiations: arrangements for holding new (cont’d)

Secretariat note facilitating examination of Japanese request
Report of Ad Hoc Committee
Japanese proposal for provisional arrangement (4 Aug. 53)
Note by Executive Secretary on Japanese proposal
Communication from Japanese Government (4 Aug. 53)
Plan for sub-division of Japanese customs tariffs
Report of working party Eighth Session on Japanese proposal
Declaration of 24 Oct. 53 regulating commercial relations between certain contracting parties and Japan: signatures
Discussion

Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms of reference
Working papers
Discussion

Tariff negotiations: Australia – United States

Discussion of Australian request to re-negotiate an item in Schedule I

Tariff negotiations: Belgium – Germany

Notification of intention to enter into

Tariff negotiations: Germany – South Africa

Tariff negotiations: Germany – Turkey

Tariff negotiations 1950: Article XXVIII

Cuba–United States unfinished Torquay negotiations
Discussion United Kingdom request to resume unfinished Torquay negotiations with France

Territorial application of the General Agreement

Text of the Agreement, protocols, resolutions, decisions and declarations
(for protocols modifying or rectifying schedules, see "Rectifications...")
Text of the Agreement, protocols, resolutions, decisions and declarations (cont'd)

Decisions, resolutions, declarations and recommendations (Nov. 52-Oct. 53) G/70
Decisions, resolutions, determinations and recommendations (Mar.-Nov. 52) G/39
Declaration of 24 Oct. 53 on continued application of schedules G/54
Declaration of 24 Oct. 53 regulating commercial relations with Japan G/67

Textile industry

ILO's Textile Committee resolution No.33 G/48

Torquay Protocol

(see "Status of agreements ...")

Trade and tariff agreements

Transport insurance: discrimination in

ECOSOC resolution 16 Apr. 53 L/94
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/15

UNESCO proposal concerning importation of educational materials, etc.

Agreement on the importation of educational, scientific and cultural materials: letter from Acting Director-General on entry into force L/137

United Kingdom: purchase tax

United Kingdom: waiver re items not bound in Schedule XIX not traditionally admitted duty-free from Commonwealth

(see "Article I ...")

United Nations: relations with

United States duty on dried figs

(see "Article XIX ...")

United States: export subsidy on sultanas

Report by Greek Government L/146 & /Add.1
United States: export subsidy on sultanas (cont'd)

Note by Turkish Government L/148
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/12

United States: import restrictions on dairy products

Resolution 8 Nov. 52 G/39
Determination 8 Nov. 52 re Netherlands measure
and authorizing their suspension of obligations G/39
Changes in import control programme G/44, & /Add.1
Report pursuant to resolution of 8 Nov. 52 I/119
Resolution 13 Oct. 53 L/154, G/70
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/11, 14

United States: import restrictions on filberts

Note on United States' action L/116 & /Corr.1
Discussion (Eighth Session) SR.8/12

United States: notification of item 74

Valuation of goods: definition of

(see also "International Chamber of Commerce")
Request for information L/81
Reports from contracting parties L/81/Add.1, /Add.1
/Corr.1, /Add.2,3 G/57
Report of working party Eighth Session W.8/1/Add.5
Working party (Eighth Session): composition, terms
of reference W.8/9,10,18
Working papers SR.8/8,19
Discussion

Waivers

(see "Article XXV...", "Article I...")
Withdrawals from the General Agreement

(see "Nicaragua...", "Liberia...")